
Head Teacher’s Message 

At this time of year, we would usually be welcoming prospective year 7 students and their         

families to our school. This is always one of the most vibrant and enjoyable evenings of the 

year in which we take great pride in showcasing our work, guiding our visitors around our site 

and enabling our students to undertake various, high-profile leadership roles. Unfortunately, 

due to Covid-19 restrictions that we all understand, we are not able to do any of this this year 

and so, instead, we have compiled a video for parents and pupils in Y6 who are thinking of 

joining us next September. This can be found on the home page of the school website:     

http://www.chenderit.northants.sch.uk  We hope you enjoy this snapshot of our work.  

This week we have been thrilled to declare our resurfaced tennis courts open. The new       
surface not only looks aesthetically pleasing but will also have a major influence on how tennis 
and other sports are played. Our students are delighted with this new upgraded facility, as are 
our PE team.    

PE 

On page 2 you will see Mr Vickers proudly and gratefully, cutting the ribbon to acknowledge the 

reopening of the tennis courts. The PE department are confident students will be delighted to 

see the resurfacing of the tennis courts and all the benefits that will bring to our community. The 

project completes after Easter when summer and winter marking will be relined and a non- slip 

coloured surface will be added. 

Present at the re-opening were Mr Vickers, Head of PE/PSHE/PD, Mrs Cartwright, Head     
Teacher and Mrs Wilkinson, Finance Manager, who were instrumental in ensuring the project 
came to fruition as well as Y11 PE GCSE students and Y12 A level PE students. Thank you 



 

H&SC 

Health and Social Care students have made a really positive start to the school year and we are now     
settled into our new base.  Y9 are studying the development of the unborn child, Y12 are looking at         
nutritional guidelines and how this may help to keep individuals healthy and Y13 have been preparing   
materials to share with each other on the legislation that helps to safeguard vulnerable individuals in      
society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



Design and Technology / Food Preparation and Nutrition 

All year groups have been busy practising their practical skills at home – well done to Year 7 who are our 
newest cooks and already demonstrating some serious talent! Year 8 are building on skills learnt last year 
and will be able to make several family meals by the end of the module – they will be very capable of    
taking over family dinner at least one night a week! Year 10 are learning high level skills ready for   
coursework next year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Amber Franks Y7                                 Elliot Humphrey Y7                      Alice Ormomd Y7                      Jia Khakh  Y7 

 Oliver Philips Y7                        Sophie Kenney Y7                                        JIa Khakh Y7                                   Noah Cottom Y7 

 Finn Walters Y8                                                           Daisy Smart Y8                                                                   Ava R Y8 

    Daisy Smart Y8                                    Finn Walters Y8                              Noah Tuzzio Y8                   Lottie Davis Y10 



Weekly Canteen Menu (5th-9th October) 



PE: Notice for Parents and Carers… 

We are delighted to let you know that at this moment in time we are in a position to provide                      

extra-curricular clubs for year 7s only. The clubs are open to both boys and girls. The year group are in a 

“bubble”. Changing rooms will be available for Y7 use only if there is a need to change for the club 

because they have not had a PE lesson that day. 

This started on the week beginning 28th September however, if you missed this week please attend next 

and future weeks. 

It is essential students are collected on time and parents take responsibility for this. 

  

Tuesdays – Netball- finish  4.15pm - collect 4.25pm   Miss Bruce, Mrs King 

Wednesdays—Rugby - finish  4.05pm - collect 4.15pm   Mr Hebden, Mrs Young 

Thursdays – Football- finish  4.15pm - collect 4.25pm  Mr Fitton, Mr Vickers 

  

All clubs will follow Covid-19 secure protocols and will follow National Governing Body protocols and route 

maps back to competition.  Presently, there will be no contact in rugby. The emphasis will be building 

technical and tactical skills as well as fitness ready to meet demands of competitive games. 

  

 Year 11  

 

During tutor time the students are currently completing a range of activities exploring post-16 progression routes. 
Not only does this module of work allow the students to explore what they want to do after their GCSEs but it also 
introduces them to Sixth Form here at Chenderit. You will have already received a letter from Mr Belstone directing 
the students to complete a Google form to give an insight into which subjects they would be interested in studying if 
they were to continue on to Chenderit Sixth Form. This will allow for curriculum decisions to be made in terms of   
creating option blocks that avoid clashes where we can. It is important that students spend time considering their 
subject choices before completing the form. However, they will be invited to confirm their preferences when they are          
interviewed in the spring term. 

It has been fantastic to see so many students taking advantage of academic after-school sessions. From the         
conversations I have had with students they are finding these sessions really helpful in preparing them for the       
November Pre Public Exams. Students who attend these sessions are awarded positive SIMs for their attendance 
and hard work. 

I would like to say a massive congratulations to William Smith who took up cycling over lockdown and decided to do 
a sponsored cycle ride. He rode 48 miles visiting 26 churches and raising £344.00 for NHCA (Northamptonshire   
Historic Churches Association).  

 



Business 

Year 10 GCSE Business have been learning about the factors of production and the dynamic nature 
of business. This is an example of some of the outstanding work we have received, with careful             
investigation into land, labour, capital and enterprise linked into HS2. 

HS2 research 

 

Introduction 

High Speed 2 (or HS2) is the high speed railway linking London and Birmingham, with plans to extend 

further up north. Eventually, this will enable a commuter to travel from London to Birmingham in as  

little as 52 minutes, and then Paris to Birmingham in approximately 2.3 hours. 

Labour 

As of September 2018, over 7,000 roles have been created by HS2 (including over 100                       

apprenticeships) , and over 2,000 businesses have won contracts to work on the project. At peak       

construction, it is estimated that over 30,000 jobs will be supported by the project, including over 2,000 

apprenticeships over its lifetime. Mark Thurston (CEO of HS2 ltd) said that: 

“Our skills strategy, launched today, shows how we will create a sustainable pipeline of jobs and skills 

for companies across the whole country” 

 

 

This graph shows the       

projected required          

workforce per phase. 

(https:// assets.hs2.org.uk/wp- content/uploads/ 
2018/09/13145027/ 

CS1006-HS2-labour- and-skills-demand- and-
supply- forecasting-and- analysis.pdf) 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Land 

The HS2 project has acquired 492 properties (worth approx £881m) and compulsory purchased 165, 
worth £892m (Sept. 2018: https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Investigation- into-land-
and-property-acquisition-for-the-Phase-One-Full-report.pdf). 

HS2 is also responsible for many major developments, the most notable being Birmingham Curzon 

Street station (see below). 
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A CGI “mock-up” of the new Curzon Street Station 

 

(https://assets.hs2.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/12103928/HS2_200114_Birmingham- Curzon-
Street-station_View-11.jpg) 

 

HS2 has also been developing the current infrastructure, mainly roads – strengthening those which will 

be used regularly by construction traffic. 

 
 
Capital 

The HS2 project has mostly been funded by the taxpayer, via the Department for Transport (DfT). In 

2015, the original proposed budget was just under £56bn. As of Feb 2020, the spending has now 

reached £106bn (BBC News). The main reason for this major budget run-over is unrealistic land            

evaluations, which is particularly prolific among the purchased London properties. 

 
 
Enterprise 

The main three objectives of HS2 are: 

1.“Form the backbone of the UK’s transport network, connecting eight out of ten of Britain’s largest 

cities” 

2.“HS2 is expected to generate around £92 billion in benefits to the UK economy” 

3.“Connect 30 million people with faster, easier and more reliable travel” 

 

(https://assets.hs2.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/14094931/our-story-and-key-facts.pdf) 

HS2 was originally announced in 2009, when the New Labour Government founded HS2 Ltd (chaired 

by Sir David Rowlands) to examine the possibility of a new high speed rail link. Lord Adonis originally 

put forward the “Y-shape” design, connecting London and Birmingham, and plans were decided to 

even extend to Scotland 

https://assets.hs2.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/12103928/HS2_200114_Birmingham-Curzon-Street-station_View-11.jpg
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https://assets.hs2.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/14094931/our-story-and-key-facts.pdf


Route Map 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(https://assets.hs2.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/21160732/Map.png) 

 

PLEASE NOTE: 

All information is regarding PHASE ONE of the HS2 project unless otherwise stated. 

 - by Alex Blithe Y10 

https://assets.hs2.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/21160732/Map.png


Chenderit Sixth Form  
Sixth Form Weekly Bulletin 

Week Beginning: 28th September 2020 

Weekly Message 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

We are already over half way through our first half term 

of the year and time is going quickly already –we sent off 

the first UCAS applications of the year as well as          

beginning our preparations for out Sixth Form Open 

Evening on 26th November. These important dates and 

events do come around quickly and it shows that our   

students need to stay organised and focused to make the 

most of their time in the Sixth Form. 

It is often difficult for students to manage their time     

between academic and personal development. Our ethos 

as a Sixth Form is an inclusive one that allows each      

student to leave us at the end of Year 13 as not only a 

well-qualified individual, but a well-rounded, responsible 

and resilient adult who has all of the tools that are      

needed to become a successful member of society. That is 

why it is so important for us to ensure that each and     

every Sixth Former manages their time to allow them to 

gain the grades they are capable of, but also take part in 

wider opportunities such as our enrichment programme, 

to develop the wider soft skills that are so valuable in 

forming a well-rounded young adult. In order to achieve 

this in the current climate, we have several ideas in the 

pipeline of different activities for our Sixth Formers to 

participate in, so please do keep an eye out for more      

information on these exciting wider opportunities over 

the coming weeks. 

                                                                  - Mr. B. Belstone. 

Tutor Time Overview: 

This week in tutor time, all students have been looking at 

the issue of sexual consent. 

This has been an incredibly important topic for all        

students to understand and be aware of as they grow into 

responsible young adults. The level of maturity that has 

been shown by each of our students has been exemplary 

and we have been incredibly impressed by the way in 

which all students have engaged with the activities over 

the past week.  

We have spent time dropping in to different tutor groups 

and the level of discussion about this very important     

topic has been great to see – well done to all! 

Student Council Elections: 

 

As part of the key theme of Democracy, whole school     

student council elections took place and we are delighted 

to confirm that we have three representatives within the 

Sixth Form. The following students created fantastic pen 

portraits of why they wanted to represent the Sixth Form 

and were elected to the following roles: 

Ronan McLean: Chair 

Lily Sear: Deputy Chair 

Yousra Radi: Sixth Form Representative 

As part of their roles, these students will be running      

meetings across the entire school community and also    

respresenting our Sixth Form community in all issues that 

are discussed. 

Well done and congratulations to all three students – we 

are looking forward to seeing what you lead on to drive 

our community forward over the next year! 

Searching for Apprenticeships: 

 

Over the past few weeks, we have spent a lot of time 

focusing on UCAS applications due to upcoming      

deadlines. However, we are very aware that university 

is not a pathway that all of our students move on to 

and many have been asking questions about how to get 

into apprenticeships. In order to help our students      

understand what an apprenticeship is and make them 

aware of the opportunities that are available for them, 

we have external speakers deliver sessions throughout 

the year, and we also attend several conferences 

throughout the year, including the Apprenticeship and 

Skills Show and the UCAS Exhibition. 

 

Application dates for apprenticeships do vary and will 

come up at different points throughout the year. We    

encourage our students to use the following websites to 

keep track of each new opportunity that is                 

posted: https://www.gov.uk/apply-apprenticeship 

https://www.ucas.com/apprenticeships-in-the-uk If you 

would like any additional information about               

apprenticeships, please see this document from 

UCAS: https://www.ucas.com/file/120301/download?

token=DPdwJ0EV 

https://www.gov.uk/apply-apprenticeship
https://www.ucas.com/apprenticeships-in-the-uk
https://www.ucas.com/file/120301/download?token=DPdwJ0EV
https://www.ucas.com/file/120301/download?token=DPdwJ0EV


YEAR 9 

Year 9 seem to have made a positive start to their GCSEs, racking up 2,134 positive SIMs as a year 
group so far this term! I have heard some great reports from teachers and tutors about individual             
students and classes, telling me how impressed they have been - so keep it up! 

 

One focus Yr9 have had in tutor time is on mental health and wellbeing, and we are all looking at Action 
for Happiness. We are heading into 'Optimistic October' - trying to do one small thing each day to improve 
our optimism. Why not stick this on your fridge and do it along with us? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well done to our Yr9 top ten of the week, our students who have the highest positive SIMS for the week: 

 

Kameron Mayers 9D - 12 Positive   

Max Preest 9F - 12 Positive   

Alfie Smith 9A - 11 Positive   

Lola Rodhouse 9A - 11 Positive   

Mia Byfield 9C - 10 Positive   

Leanne Gubbins 9F - 10 Positive   

Isabel Tims 9A - 9 Positive   

Mariska Bryan 9E - 9 Positive   

Lottie Proffitt 9E - 9 Positive   

Molly Davis 9A - 9 Positive   

 

Well done Year 9! 

Miss Nunweiler (was Dixon) 



 Student Voice 

 

Last Friday, the school council got together for our very first meeting. Despite the fact that 

we were spread out in the sports hall in accordance with social distancing measures, 

there was a real sense of unity.  

Our main focus was discussing fundraising ideas for The Little Princess Trust - an          

incentive spurred by Miss Evans, who is cutting her hair and donating it to the charity 

in the October half-term. The council proposed some wonderful ideas which have since 

been shared with Mrs Cartwright. I look forward to announcing the outcome next week!  

I cannot give enough praise for all students involved in our first meeting - we have an 

amazing team!  

Miss Sackman 

Religious Studies 

This week the Religious Studies team have been very impressed with the hard work and effort made by students in each of our 

lessons. 

In Year 7, our students have been considering what people believe about God and how that is reflected through different      

religions and belief systems.  Noah in Year 7 writes, 

 ‘I think it is important because it would be boring if everyone believed in the same thing.  (For a religious believer) God needs 

to be powerful because He made everything, so it makes sense for him to be the most powerful being.  Why would someone 

believe in God if He doesn’t have any power?’   

Well done Noah – great to see our Year 7 engaging in philosophical thought. 

In Year 8, our students have been thinking about rites of passage, and investigating what the Muslim Aqiqah ceremony is.  We 

have been very impressed to see students working hard to understand why celebrating the birth of a baby is important within 

religious and Humanist communities.  Kinza in Year 8 writes,  

‘The Aqiqah ceremony is important because it is a tradition that has been passed down for many generations and it is a        

reminder of the blessings that God has showered upon the mother and the baby.’ 

Thank you Kinza, a great expression of ideas. 

In Key Stage 4, students are busily making progress through the GCSE Religious Studies course.  Students apply their critical 

analysis to both religious, philosophical and ethical thought and I have been very impressed with the fantastic discussion in my 

Year 10 class over the past few weeks.  The students work hard and have created an environment where they are confidently 

expressing their ideas.  They listen to each other carefully, with respect and question the world around them.  This is fantastic 

to see. 

On the subject of Justice, Olivia in Year 10 writes, 

‘I think Justice is important because without an appropriate punishment for a crime, then people would think crime is ok.  In 

addition, with a fair justice system, people would feel safe, where as if there were no justice, it would have the opposite         

outcome.  Laws give us rules and structure which are vital. 

Well done Olivia, a great consideration of different points of view. 

Finally, well done to our Year 12 students who have completed their first assessed piece of work this week.  They have         

grappled with how moral decisions are made through Utilitarianism as well as the Teleological argument for the existence of 

God.  Well done! 

Mrs Millan 



 MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

The 26th September marked European Day of Languages. 

This is celebrated each year on this date as a way of recognising the diversity of languages and cultures and helps 

to develop awareness amongst students of the wider world. 

In KS3 lessons students took part in a range of activities including quizzes, guess the language from short video 

clips and attempting fiendishly difficult tongue twisters 

These were two of the more popular ones that students tried: 

Combien de sous sont ces saucissons-ci? Ces saucissons-ci sont six sous (French): “How much are these 
sausages here? These sausages here are six cents” 

and 

Zwei schwarze schleimige Schlangen sitzen zwischen zwei spitzen Steinen und zischen (German): “Two 
black slimy snakes sit between two pointed stones and hiss” 

We also spoke about Celebrity linguists: 

 

 

And discussed different language Facts: 

      

 

Year 7 and 8 have also been covering their 

books to show which subject they are studying! Bravo year 7! 

 



Year 10 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

 

How the weeks are already seeming to fly by at school as we head into October and the full 
throes of autumn. The Year 10 students have their ‘feet well under the table’ as we complete the 
fifth week of term. With measures put in place to ensure social distancing and the wearing of face 
masks, which once seemed unusual at the beginning of term, are now just the normal practice of 
day to day life for our Year 10 students around school and in lessons. The majority of students 
have adapted really well to the timetable changes that affect their break times; life now has a 
semblance of normality as the new routines become established. 

I am now starting to see the fruits of progress and achievement as engagement in lessons takes 
hold and learning becomes the key daily focus for our Year 10 students. I would like to            
congratulate the following students for gaining the highest amount of Positive SIM logs, achieved 
up until the end of last week, in each of the six Year 10 tutor groups: 

Mrs Dowden (JLD), tutor group total = 275 
Leah Green – 20, Georgie Williams – 20, Lucy Gee – 18, Kathryn Glenny - 18 

Mr Smith (KMS), tutor group total = 330 
Chloe Smart – 24, Annabelle Dascalescu – 23, Gabriella Illman - 21 

Mrs Godfrey (CJD), tutor group total = 256 
Szymon Lapinski – 18, Mayah Mohammed – 17, Pearl Cumming - 17 

Mr Williamson (CJW), tutor group total = 291 
Eddie King – 21, Emily Strong – 19, Katya Marie – 17, Megs Rawson – 17, Tristan 

Thorpe - 17 
Mrs Bagga/Mrs Cooper (SBB/CMC), tutor group total = 264 

Louise Clarke – 24, Tyreese Mayers – 23, Kieran Young – 17, Lucy Daniels - 17 
Mrs Sivyer (AMS), tutor group total = 330 

Pippa Bullock – 26, Emily Doak – 22, Mia Jones - 21 

Each week the Year 10 students are engaged with their tutors investigating a module taken from 
the Pastoral Programme as part of their ongoing Personal Development work during tutor time. 
For the last four weeks the module has been looking at the theme of Democracy and has been 
linked to the annual elections for tutor group and year group School Council Representatives. I 
am pleased to report that this year Alex Blithe and Freddie Furby will be the year group              
representatives for Year 10. Their role will include attending whole School Council meetings,    
reporting back to the year group and contributing to the agenda with ideas for improving the      
facilities and provision for students in all year groups across the school community. Good luck to 
both students with their role this year. 

One final note for parents of Year 10 students is a reminder that teachers will begin producing 
the first round of Interim Reports next week. The completed reports will be sent home to parents 
on Tuesday 20

th
 October. For me, these reports will be very important as they will give a clearer 

indication of how well our Year 10 students are making progress in their range of GCSE subjects, 
especially as the last set of reports in July only reflected the ‘engagement of students’ and 
‘quality of work submitted’ during the lock-down period. Can I ask parents to continue regularly 
talking to their children about coursework and how progress is being made in lessons as it has 
become increasingly important for our young people to feel supported with their studies both in 
school and at home during these ongoing uncertain times? Please contact the subject teachers, 
tutor or myself if you have any concerns regarding the progress made by your child so far this 
term and any barriers to learning they may have. 

Well done Year 10 students for all your ongoing effort in lessons this term. 

 

Best wishes 

Toby Holland – Head of Learning for Year 10 

 



Music News 

NMPAT 

All instrumental and vocal lessons have now started. If you have any questions, please contact a member 
of the Music Department. Please remind your child to check the timetables in the Music Department at the 
start of the day, just in case any changes have been made. 

Below is an advert for details of NMPAT’s virtual Saturday Music School. Details are available there for 
any students that are interested. 

Y8 Music 

Year 8 students are having their first experience of composing using our Logic Software. This example is 
by Roseanna Hale and Fatimah Nadeem, and shows the layout of the programme. They have created an 
excellent bass riff and drum track. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Drama Super-star:  Annie Stuart! 

  

Annie has gone above and beyond with her research task and has produced utterly          
incredible and highly detailed work that will go towards her GCSE Drama Component 1   
Devising Coursework! 

A massive congratulations from Ms Jackson-Pate and Mrs Haywood 

 



Geography 

Many students have been working hard and producing some fantastic pieces of homework alongside 

some excellent classwork in Geography.  

Here are some of our stars! 

Year 7 

Currently, Year 7 are examining map skills, which is some students can find quite challenging.  

 Lily Whitton shows real enthusiasm and passion for Geography, especially conserving the  

natural environment. 

 Eleanor O’Gorman has worked consistently hard and made some excellent contributions to 

class 

 Alex Clarke shows enthusiasm and interest and has made some excellent contributions to 

class 

 Alexie Critchley has produced some super class notes and has made some thoughtful         

contributions to class 

 

Year 8 

 

Year 8 are learning about coastal processes and landform. They are now focusing on the North Norfolk 

coastline and examining the challenges that a rapidly eroding coastline poses for people and coastal 

management alike  

 

 Ibrahim Adil is consistently enthusiastic in lessons and has gone above and beyond to learn 

his Geographical terminology for coasts – this has paid off as he can use it flawlessly now! 

 Izzy Bricknell is a conscientious and hard-working student who displays interest and enthusiasm 

for his work 

 Danny Markham has produced some fantastic class notes and homework and his diagrams 

and annotations have been excellent 

 Will Bouvier makes thoughtful contributions to class discussions and has produced some 

very thorough pieces of class and homework 

 Harry Pearson has made an excellent start to the year. He has been focused, hardworking 

and produced an excellent model showing stacks, arches and headlands from cake for his       

homework! 

 

 

 

 

Year 9 

Year 9 are revisiting map skills ready for their GCSE, and are developing new skills such as being able to 
use latitude and longitude and understanding the benefits of GIS 

 Leo Anderson has made an excellent start to the year. His most recent work creating an     

army assault course in the Derwent Valley showed his ability to use a variety of map skills              

confidently. 

 Isabel Tims has shown dedication to her class and homework and has produced some very 

thorough notes and excellent annotated diagrams on a route planning activity 

 Alfie Smith makes regular contributions to class discussions and  has thorough and detailed 

class notes. His homework pieces have been outstanding 

 Harry Pearson 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 10  

Year 10 are completing a unit if work on river processes and landforms currently.   

 Olivia Devine has an exercise book so detailed that could be used as a Geography textbook 

by any GCSE student! A fantastic attitude to learning that will pay off at the end of Year 11! 

 Emily Doak has excellent, thorough class notes and makes regular perceptive contributions 

to class discussions 

 Emily Campion contributes regularly to class discussions. Her class notes are thorough and 

diagrams are clearly drawn and annotated 

Year 11 

Year 11 have been examining the formation of tropical cyclones and case studies from the USA and     

Philippines. They have just started a unit on coastal processes and landforms 

 Chloe Howe gained a grade 9 in her most recent assessment, showing her commitment to her 

studies. Her work is always incredibly detailed and her interest in the subject only helps to ensure 

she makes outstanding progress in lessons.  

 Lottie Reid is a very conscientious student who demonstrates an outstanding attitude to her 

work. Class notes and homework are completed very thoroughly and she  continues to make        

outstanding progress in Geography  

 Freya Bowles shows considerable enthusiasm in her geography lessons, and has a strong 

determination to do her very best in everything she does. She makes regular thoughtful                 

contributions to class discussions and has excellent class and homework notes 

Year 12 

Year 12 have three different teachers all teaching different topics to the students. Currently they are    

learning about Tectonic hazards, globalisation and the water cycle and insecurity 

 Suzi Teal has recently joined our community, but has settled in really well. In lessons she 

shows a clear interest in Geography, especially the human side of the course and will always give 

thought through and well-considered answers. 

 Ronan McLean shows considerable interest in Geography and makes frequent contributions 

to class discussions 

 Lucy Frewin is an exceptionally diligent student who has produced thorough and clear class 

notes 

Year 13 

Year 13 have three different teachers all specialising in different topics. The students have been              

examining the carbon cycle, superpowers and Human rights & Interventions 

 Caitlin Donohoe is an incredibly dedicated student who constantly goes above and beyond 

inside and outside of her Geography lessons. Her independent research shows her mature and 

conscientious attitude to learning 

 Charlie Willis makes thoughtful and regular contributions to class discussions showing a 

high level of understanding of concepts, and has exceptionally thorough class notes.  

Alfie Smith 



 

Produced by Tracey Rose 


